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and the Mahabharata.

Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is to study and discuss the inter-
. '

action ,between religion and kingship during the Gupta age of Indian

history, fourth and fifth centuries A.D.. The Gupta age has been

selected as the focal point of the thesis for two basic reasons.

The first is its tremendous importance in history and the abundance
.

of good' primary source material on the ~ntire period. The second

reason is related to the major contributions that the Goptas made

in the areas of kingship and relig~on. It will be argued in the

course of the thesis -tha~ Gupta kingship cons~itutes a synthesis

of the earlier theories of kingship in India. They put forward ~

comprehensive ideology of empire and kingship in their inscriptions

'which reilects the impr~ o{ India's national epics,. the Ramayana
(

The thesis is diviqed into two parts in order to give proper

scope to the development of kingship theories. in India prior to the

time of the Guptas. Th~ study of,kingship in India really begins

with the Vedic sources, some of which are dated at' approximately

1500 B.C.. The \tgyeda contains numerous refer,ences to human' 'and

divine kings. The two major gods who were associated with kingship

in this period were Indra artd~Varu~a. Also, in the Vedic period

\ .kingship was integrally allied with the religious institution of

sacrifice (yajna). Major sacrifices such as, the rajasuya and the
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,
a~vamedh~ became indf.spensible adj uncts to Vedic kingship.

In the post-Vedic p~riod) the views of kingship expressed in

the Vedic corpus were challenged by the Buddhists who argued that

a good king must b.e a servant of dha\nma, or righteousness. The

Buddhist understanding of kingship made a strong impression on one

of India's greatest kings, the Emperor A~oka of the Mauryan dynasty

(third century B.C.).

The epics of India reflect changing attitudes toward kingship

and the r~le of the king. In the Mahabh~rata and the R~mayana

,
I
'.

we find a growing idealization .of th~ king. The god Visnu is given. .
a central rale in the epic understanding of kingship. He is con-

sidered to be the chief patron and divine prototype of the king.

Vi~~u is also a major ~lement in the doctrine of the ideal king,

or Rama-type. which is important i~ both epics.

In Part Two of the thesis our attention is directed to the

historical record of the Gupta Age. It will be shown that the Guptas

based the~r understanding of kingship and their ideology of empire

primarily on the epic sources. Consequently, each of the Guptas is

pictured as an ideal king of the ~ama .type in their coins and inscript

ions. After establishing this link between the Guptas and the epics,
t •

J

~he thesis will analyse the deeper implications of their doctrine of

~ingshlp. It will be shown that, while they were influenced by the

. "" "Buddhists and·the exa~ple of'~soka, they retained many of the Vedic.
customs of kingship including the famous horse-sacrifice (a~vamedha).
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The thesis deals ~th the important 'question of the relation-

ship between religion (speciHcally Vaisnavism) and Monarchism at. ..
a crucial point in India's political, cultural, and religious history.

The thesis shows that many of the standard assumptions about kingship

in the Gupta age, such as the argument that it represents a divine

right of kings doctrine, are false and misleading. The divinity of

the king in Gupta times is actually a biproduct of a larger more

comprehensive vision of the divini~y of the dharma-oriented ideal

kingdom (ramarajya).
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is concerned with the religious aspects and

implications of the institution of kingship as it functioned during,

the Gupta age of Indian history. The Gupta age, which covers roughly

the fourth and fifth centuries A.D., has been selected as the focal

point of the thesis for a number of reasons. In terms of research,

the Gupta age provides the researcher with a number of different

sources of information on the activities of the Gupta monarchs. One

can gain an overall perspective by bringing all possible sources of

information together. These include literary, numismatic, archae-

ological, and artistic ~~urses. In comparison with the historical

materials relating to pre-Gupta dynasties, the Gupta sources are

"i
\

1

remarkably rich and diverse.

~;r focuSi~g on the Guptas.

However, there is a more important reason

The Gupta age has been singled out for

I

this study because of its pivotal importance in the political, cultural

and religio~s history of India. It is widely considered to be

1India's ugolden age", a ,title which fits this period in both a

literal and figurative sense, for gold was used very lavishly in

1Cf •. Smith"V., The Oxford History of India, Oxford University
Press, London, 1970, p. 172.
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Gupta times for coins and jewelry. In regard to kingship and administra
"-

tion, the Guptas established a model of kingship which was adopted

by many Indian kingdoms for centuries following the actual demise of

2the Gupta empire. This model constitutes a type of synthesis which

had a strong religious flavour. It is a phenomenon which well deserves

an extended examination from the standpoint of the history of Indian

religion. Indeed, it is surprising that such a study has not been

3 'written previously.

It should be emphasized at the outset that this thesis is

basically a study in religion and not in political science. Although

it is true that these two disciplines must overlap to some degree

in any di~cussion of kingship in India, each discipline has a separate

set of concerns and priorities. Thus, a student of religion would

tend to be more concerned with the mythological elements of kingship

than a political scientist. On the other hand, a political scientist

would tend to place a higher priority on legalistic and adminJstra-

tive data than his counterpart in the field of religion. The end

results of each type of study must differ as their initial concerns

2Cf. ~jumdar, R.C., et aI, ed., The Classical Age, Bharatiya
Vidya Bhavan, Bombay, 1970, p. xlii.

3The best general study of Indian kingship and religion is
J. Gonda's Ancient Indian Kingship from the Religious Point of View,
E.J. Brill) Leide~, 1966. As Gonda states on page 143, this work is
intended as a general summary of the subject for students of the history
of religion.
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differ. For a total view of the Guptas. thi\ study might profitably

be read in conjunction with a more political history of the Gupta

4Age such as Dikshitar's work entitled The Gupta Polity.

When one approaches Gupta kingship from a religio\ls perspective ••

many interesttng questions are raised. Obe striking feature of this
o

kingship is the apotheosis of the king. There are numerous siens

of an apparent deification of the Guptas in their coins and inscriptions.

Certain practices such as depicting the king with a halo around his

head are all the more striking because they are not in accordance

~~th the traditional customs of kingship in India. As U.N. Gh0sha1

remarks:

••. the rulers of the:·line of toe Imperial
Cuptas pushed further than their indigenous
predece~sors the idea of the king's divine
nature.

-
The divine aura which surrounds the Guptas has led one recent author

to claim that the Cuptas were actually posing as incarnations of their

chosen deity Visnu. 6 The factual basis of this theory will be analysed

in this thesis r and it will be argued that the divinity of the king
'>'l

4
V.R.R., The Polity, ofDikshitar, Gupta University Madras,

Madras, 1952.

5Ghoshal, U.N., A History of Indian Political Ideas, Oxford
University Press, London, 1959, p. 397.

6
Jaiswal, S., The Origin and Development of Vai§Qavism,

Munshiram Man~harlal, Delhi, 1967, p. 169.



Each of these epics took its final form at a time very close

,"

" '

4

in Cupt:l times was actually part of a larger conception 'of the divinity

of the dharma order and the sacred land, or aryavarta, on wldch their

empire rested.

A fundamental question ,,,,hich this thesis seeks to ans"er is:

where did th~ pattern of kingship represented by the Cuptas originate?

In order to'~n5wer this question one must d~lve deeply into pre-Gupta

sources which relate to conceptions of kingship. Their pattetn of

~ngship and religious attitudes, it will be argued, are best exemplified

by the great legendary kings who appear in the Mah~bh~rata and the

IfumayaI).a.
"

~
to the Gupta age, and the Guptas seemed to have shared many of the

ideals expressed in the epics. It will be argued within the bounds

of this thesis that the Guptas were attempting to translate into reality

a certain model of kingship which had previously existed mainly in
.

legends, heroic stories, and myths. It was this conformity to the

ideal which validated Gupta kingship and served as ~he dynamic force

behitid the expansion of the empire to encoropass all of the sacred

territory known as aryavarta.

Specifically, this thesis will demonstrate the place and

importance of three related factors in Gupta kingship. These are:

(a) the ideal 'of re$tortng the moral perfection "and order of the

~stine age of man (krta y~g~) through adhe~ence to dharma;

(b) the importance of Vai~~ava mythology, cosmology, and symbols for the ~

Gupta empire; and, (c) the religious 'significance o~ the office of the

..
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state and the upholder of dharrn~. These three factors provide a key

for understanding the conceptual foundations of Gupta kingship and, in

a broader sense, they help us to grasp the zeitgeist of the Gupta

age.

The first of the t'hree factors, Le. the idea of restoring

-

perfttct time,

Gupta ('ra was

v\
is a/fC3\ture of Indian kingship in general. When theI . ~

prol:lairned by Chandragupta I in 320 A.D., the king was

announcing a frest{ start in time. It \I1i11 be shown in the thesis

that the Guptas and their followers were very concerned with the path

of conduct of the fi~st"age of the wo~ld; the~ or satya yuga.

Their expressed desire to follow this path reflects a concept which

, is ennuncia ted in the epics. This concept is best sUlllIl1ed up in the

7phrase, "the king :is the maker of the age". It was felt, that by strict

adherenc'C to dharma on the highest levels of government all the

people would be kept on their particular paths of dharma in soci~ty.

This idea actually involves a reversal of the degenerating processes

of time, at least for a certain period of time. It is well known that
, <

the traditiOnal Indian 'concept of time is one of progressive

8
dateri~ration of morality. But, the'idea that a perfect king is able

to reverse the evils of the kali yug~ is less widely known. This

7Cf. ~., XII, 91- <~

SCf. Manu, 1., 8'1-82.
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thesis will correct the misconception that India has never known an

image of utopia or an earthly kingdom of god, which has been argued

9in a recent work. This is a very important point for it brings out

the world-affirming side of Hinduism, a religion which is often

characterized as life-denying and world-forsaking.

The second [actor mentioned above is concerned with the use of

Vaisnava symbols by the Gupta dynasty. It will be argued that religion,

specifically Vaisnavism, served to legitimate the power of the Guptas... "

Garuda, the vehicle of Visnu, served as the family emblem of the

Guptas and appeared on their official documents. Visnu and his consort ",..

Sri Laksmi were thought to have taken an active interest in Gupta

affairs. SrI Lak~mI, the goddess of 'sovereignty, was conceived as

selecting the proper king to rule the land, and this selection was

thought of as a type of marriage. These and other examples of the

use of divinities and demigods in GOpta kingship will'be discussed

in detail in the thesis.

The fin~l factor will entail a~ssessment of the role of the

king in the pattern of kingship adopted b~e Guptas. Here) again,

we shall be concerned ~ith the religious side of the question. It

will be shown that the Gupta king served both a practical and a

9
Drekmeir, C., Kingship and Community in Early India, Stanford

University Press, Stanford, 1962, p. 300.

•
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symbolic function. The first function was based on the king's ability \

to lead a strong army to protect the people, He 'had a part to play

in the administrative and legal structure of the kingdom as well.

In the performance of this part. he was aided by his ministers and a

host of subordinates. The second function of the king in Gupta times

placed the emphasis on the image projected h): the king. This is the

symbolic function of kingship which was more important than one might

suspect in the politics of ancient India. The king was thought of

as both the symbol and the embodiment of -the state .10 This symbolic

function of kingship requires that the individual king conform to the

recognized characteristics of an ideal king typ~ which was exemplified

<:
by the great cakravartins of the past. In order for a given king to

fill the bill, he must possess intellectual and artistic abilit~es

in addition to being handsome, well-built, and a superlative warrior.

The importance of this ideal king type has been noted by schol~rs

in the context of Indian literature, ~pecially in the epics and court

11poetry. However, to my knowledge no scholar has attempted to study

the importance of thi~ concept in a historical context such as the

Gupta age. This thesis will make such an attempt and, thus, break new

gro~nd fot further research in othe areas of Indian'history.

10Cf. Sinha, H.N., The of Indian Polit , Asia
Publishing House, Bombay, 1

, .
11

Cf. Gonda, ..::0;.LP...:.'--='='-:" p. 130f.
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